NSWDG SUPPORT CANDIDATE OPPORTUNITY

These positions reside in Virginia Beach, VA., and are CNO Priority 1, Type 2 SEA duty billets. Many of these positions support research, development, testing, and evaluation efforts to determine suitability of use by the DoD, DoN, and NSW.

REQUIREMENTS

🌟 Be a U.S. Citizen.
🌟 Minimum 4 year obligated service requirement.
🌟 No NJP, Civil Conviction, or ARI for the past 3 years.
🌟 Apply via Email, complete in-person Assessment & Selection prior to entering 12-month PRD window. Travel cost are funded by NSWDG.
🌟 No significant financial concerns.
🌟 No medical concerns that prevent physical activity.
🌟 Be a top performing Sailor on active duty in the US Navy. TAR and Reservist applications can not be accepted.

AD, AE, AG, AM, ATI, ATO, AWF, AWO, AWR, AWS, AWV, BM, BU, CE, CM, CTI, CTM, CTN, CTR, CTT, EA, EM, EN, EO, ET, GM, HM, IS, IT, LN, LS, MA, MC, NC, ND, OS, PR, PS, RP, SW, UT, YN

Career Enhancing Opportunity to receive EXW, EIWS, MFF, NSW IN-RATE NECs and Special Duty Assignment Pay up to $450.00

Contact
NSWDG-Recruiting@socom.mil
13 to 23 months prior to PRD to receive a screening application.
Ensure all questions and comments are kept at an unclassified level.